
 

AUTOMATIC GATES DO I NEED A CAT   

SCAN SURVEY? 

 

‘Do we really need a CAT scan survey?’  Yes, it is a fact of life that reasonable 

precautions must be taken in regard to Health & Safety, not just for the benefit of the 

customer, but also the men working on the entrance! 

 

  
 

What do you mean by benefit? Both the land owner and contractors working on site, 

have a duty of care in respect to anyone employed on site and their welfare. There is a 

legal obligation to survey any area that is having groundworks, civil works, trenching or 

excavation undertaken, so that all potentially dangerous services are identified and 

avoided throughout the complete project. 

 

  
 

What does that mean to me? If any services are found near or around the working area, 

alterations or additions may need to be made in the projected works. In short this could 

increase the amount of work required and consequentially the final cost/bill. 

 

Also any planning consent maybe affected by alterations within the project design, as a 

result of any un-foreseen obstacles or obstructions. This could cause a request to vary the 

consent accordingly and add delays while this is agreed between all parties. 

 



Are all the services found during the survey? No, only power is clearly identifiable and 

that can sometimes be hidden during the initial scan. Water, gas, drainage, etc., are not 

easily found at this stage and further allowance needs to be considered by all. Also the 

scan should carry on during the excavation in case the original result was masked by 

interference or shielded by a restrictive material (any item/material that could cause a 

misreading or signal jam) 

 

  
 

What happens with the other services? The first step is to identify any local sign such as 

manhole covers, water main stop cocks, gas main service lids, etc. The services provider 

may have plans that should be sought and the owners own site plans may help, all of 

which should not be totally relied upon, without reasonable caution. 

 

Our engineers will investigate all probable services, to their best ability, when 

undertaking the CAT scan survey. This usually uncovers most services, but it is no 

guarantee that obstacles will not be found during the excavation. 

 

  
 

Why did the sales team not know we might have a problem? Without x-ray eyes, nobody 

can be really sure what lies beneath the surface of any entrance and surveys are only 

carried out once the project has been officially accepted. 

 

Every day, engineers find solutions for some customer’s hidden problems! 
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